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of
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of
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'Zutach'
using Stejnar cipher

Beloved,

We are guides and teachers as a person becomes
ever more deeply involved in World Service.
It is our job to help world servers discover special
meditations
that empower them to bring Heaven to Earth.
We are excellent initiators into the powers of The
Cosmic Language.
We make you acquainted with special methods
that help you use of all of your acquired mystical faculties
when helping other people.
Optimal awareness utilizes equal input from both hemispheres of the brain,
the perception of outer world and the inner world,
and with the heart.

Working from the common paradigm of Beta brainwave dominance,
which is awareness of the five senses, memory and logic,
projects of World Service would seem overwhelming,
most often they might appear to be Herculean tasks
with endless setbacks.
For this reason, we guide spiritually mature World Servers
to develop deeper levels of awareness, to use whole brain awareness,
to do their work with ease and joy.
We give more advanced instructions about the manifestation of divine
virtues in the mental, the emotional, and the physical world through the
use of the cosmic language.

These practices facilitate uniting individual awareness with Divine
Awareness, with flooding desires, thoughts, emotions and sensory
awareness with divine virtues in meditation.
It requires staying in a state of pure being, like in deep dreamless
sleep, even while you are awake.
>From this state, the waking dream of everyday life is experienced,
using all the divine virtues
taken together combined with The Law of One, The Highest Good of All
Concerned.
Optimal awareness utilizes equal input from both hemispheres of the
brain,
the perception of outer world and the inner world, and with the heart.

We excel in helping a world server join this awareness to the heart,
to use the powerful energy of love from the heart to create miracles.
The energy field of the heart is 5000 times stronger than that of the
brain.
Remember, in addition to this, that we help inspire willpower and
emotional psychic awareness of the right brain
in unity with the deep inner thought and logic, memory, and five senses
of the left.
Remember that visualizations in deep inner imagination create
templates for new creation.
Then flowing emotions of these templates already existing in
meditation attract new realities into physical manifestation.
People on the spiritual path of World Service therefore seek to flow with
positive visualizations and beautiful divine emotions.
However, because many people have suffered deep emotional wounding
that
occurred during particularly formative times ranging from past lives,
conception, through prenatal development, birth and childhood, we
along with
many other heavenly host help with healing the heart and the emotions.
Many Children of Light that have tried to heal deep cellular negative
emotions through logic or will,
have had difficulty because the nature of the watery emotional realm
is to heal through flowing and validation seas of unconditional all
encompassing love.
To lovingly accept and validate painful tangible wounded feelings and
emotions
instead of fearing them or denying them or acting them out,
is to witness the power of love to conquer everything.
Attempting to cast out negative emotions or astral
beings, bypassing negative emotions, denying them, medicating them,
or destructively acting them out, etc., compounds wounding.
When wounded emotions are healed through acceptance, gratitude and
love, the corresponding painful visualizations and beliefs also heal.
It is by centering in the heart and loving as God loves, with empathy for
the inner wounded younger selves,
allowing any wounded emotions to be validated and flow in a
safe and non-destructive way, that emotions TRANSFORM and heal,
bringing insights and wisdom.
Gods love is like the sun, it shines EQUALLY on the good and the bad
alike.
Love is the most powerful transmutational agent.
Emotions that are allowed to flow in the presence of unconditional
divine love are purified in its influence.
By learning to love and heal one's own emotional wounding, it becomes
easy to love and understand painful emotions of others.

Some people believe that when they enter upon the path of
World Service
their emotions will remain uplifted and high,
so we help them understand this necessity for ongoing

emotional healing practices in meditation.
We know that the most common problem World servers are
encountering in
this time of tremendous change is this emotional fear and resistance
that gets triggered by day to day events.
Deeply suppressed or buried emotional wounds in their
unconsciousness become activated as part of the purification and
transformational process.

We inspire world servers with the awareness that as they
heal their own inner emotional wounding,
they are, like the 100th monkey,
contributing to the healing of the emotional reality of the
whole world.
Healing one's own wounded heart IS world service.
Many spiritual seekers have enlightened their minds, but still have
deep layers of emotional pain
that manifest as tension in muscle tissue
and a deep underlying discomfort.
We encourage people to be aware of painful triggered emotions and to
embrace them in a timely way with
unconditional love instead of fear, shame, judgement, or destructively
acting out.
When uncomfortable emotions come up, go deeper into them,
sending healing understanding love to the emotions themselves
as well as to the parts of the self that are generating them.
In this way emotions heal as they come up spontaneously in the course
of daily service.
When emotions are allowed to flow in a safe and loving environment in a
non-destructive way,
instead of with denial and bypass, deep psychic
healing is experienced.

They transform and many insights and lessons are revealed.
These insights enter into the mass conscious mind and
function as lights to others
who are are also on the path to emotional healing.
On a subconscious level, others download this path to
emotional transformation.
On this path, as wounded emotions flow,
a Child of Light often remembers and goes back to their source in a
memory of an early traumatic experience.
As this early experience is remembered all the way through from
beginning to end,
more and more related buried emotions are remembered and then
felt to their depths and validated and therefore healed.
Living and reliving completely in the imagination,
the memory from beginning to end, over and over about five
or six times, will unearth all the negative emotions that were generated
during this traumatic event.

Many world servers suffered similar early emotional
wounding in troubled conception,
gestation,
birth and childhood.
When a world server heals his or her own wounded
experiences,
many others are helped and affected through the
telepathic connections
and abilities of their subconscious minds.
As all the old emotions are finally allowed to flow in a sea of
unconditional love from the heart,
the forgotten parts of the original traumatic events are recalled
and insights arise from the psyche.
These new insights rewrite the memory completely.
These insights into the powerful forces behind the traumatic event,
that caused it to manifest in the first place,
bring positive healing, empowerment and enlightenment.
In this process of flowing with wounded emotions with an attitude of
unconditional love, negative emotions,
along with their accompanying negative beliefs, transform into positive
ones.
Then, by merging the final visual healing image that has arisen
spontaneously
during the process of flowing with the emotions with the original
picture of the memory,
the two images merge and a resolution image is formed.
Now the memory is healed permanently, even in thought.
Remember that a memory is composed of only three things:
emotions,
visual images
and thoughts.
Through the process of reliving a memory of an emotionally traumatic
event, the wounded emotions change, the
negative beliefs about reality change, and the visual images also
change for the better.

From that point on, whenever this memory is remembered,
research has shown
that the new positive emotions,
the new positive beliefs,
and the new positive visual images are recalled.

As you can see, it is only as Paradise already exists in the mental,
emotional, and physical bodies that a person is in the best position to
create paradise
and manifest divine virtues and qualities in the physical world.
We facilitate special meditations to enhance the visualization of colors
combined with will and meaning, to enhance flowing divine
emotions combined with sound and tone, and enhanced sensation of a
virtues element.
The mystical powers of these unique combinations of
each letter and virtue of the cosmic language are thereby enhanced as
well.

These meditations and practices activate nerve ganglia, all
up and down the spine,
to release powerful psychoactive glandular chemistry.
Through the divine virtues of our name Koreh, we help each Child of
Light with empowering unity with Divine Being and all creation, with
divine will, intellect, emotions and sensations.
All levels of awarenessbeing,will, intellect, emotions, and sensation
are accordingly ever empowered on this path into Divine Consciousness.
A World Server increasingly manifests new realities of greater
perfection in the micro-and macrocosm.

A person on the path of World Service at some point is
usually guided
by Divine Providence to work with others who are dancing
awake The Sacred Dream of Paradise.
They work together while maintaining individual
sovereignty, for each
person follows their own inner guidance from Divine
Providence.
Divine Consciousness and Flowing Divine Emotions are the birthright of
every person.
As more people access this level of awareness, a morphogenetic field,
or hundredth monkey effect,

is created that makes this Consciousness easier to achieve for others.
At one point, critical mass is reached and enlightenment becomes a
reality for all.
MIRACLES

By meditating on the divine virtues of the letters of our name, and
calling
on our help, it is possible to master many special methods for creating
miracles.

Koreh
K. The sound of this letter is the sound of the virtue of omnipotence,
the highest power imaginable.
To those who master this virtue, omnipotence reveals itself as the all
embracing power
by which a person works direct miracles in the microcosm as
well as the macrocosm, which means within their own body temple and
in the outer universe.
This virtue is manifested in the Akasha-principle,
which is the principle of consciousness-penetrating-all,
as the highest and purest light.
In the mind, this virtue corresponds to the manifestation of faith.
Anyone who is able to evoke this virtue on a mental level will achieve, as
its result,
a state of manifestation in which any idea, any wish,
will atonce become reality in whichever plane it is desired:
spiritual, mental, emotional, or physical.
In the emotions, this virtue creates courage with all its aspects, such as
endurance and toughness.
Anyone who is able to summon up great courage
within him/herself and in other people is able to overcome and remove
any emotions of fear within himself
or in his brothers and sisters.
This virtue also strengthens the instinct of self-preservation,
perserverance, and patience.

On the physical level this virtue gives the faculty of becoming absolute
master of all terrestrial treasures.
[color: silvery blue, musical note: B, element: fire, heals: left ear]
Umlaut O, eu
Umlaut O is dark orange, has the musical note of D-sharp, is the
element
of akashic-earth which has the sensation of weight penetrating
everything.
The ovaries and testicles are formed from this virtue of the profound
cognition brought about by Love Divine. In healing, heal the left ovary
first and then the right one.
Akasha: In the principle of consciousness penetrating all, the umlaut O
oscillation evokes the most profound cognition, which can only be
brought about by love divine.
By the help of this a person gets to know all the possibilities of
transformation of the spirit, all the systems and ways serving this end,
and all knowledge concerning transformation in all other fields. He/she
is
informed about everything that, deriving from the act of creation,
had to pass through all the mode of transformation to be reunited.
A person must attain all the faculties that are offered by this profound
cognition made possible by Love Divine, in the principle of
consciousness-penetrating-all,
and must make use of all possibilities,
inorder to get convinced that they cannot be described by words,
by must be experienced, lived through.
I have mentioned the letters umlaut A and umlaut O as the last ones in
thisseries of exercises,
because by the help of their virtues one is able to comprehend,
from the principle of consciousness-penetrating-all, the crown
of all wisdom in the micro- and macrocosms,
from the act of creation to the present state of evolution, and even to the
final development.
Mental: Evoked in the intellect, the virtue of profound cognition
brought about by love divine
gives the understanding of the transformation of ideas,
virtues, etc. by the quabbalistically pronounced word,
which is a very great and comprehensive field.
Astral/ emotional level: In the emotions, the virtue of profound
cognition brought about by love divine
develops the faculty of perfect astral projection
and the mastery of all occult and magical phenomena that have
reference to transformation,
so that a person may, for instance,
assume anydesired vibration in the emotional body without being
recognized by other beings
and with only Divine Providence seeing through him/her.
Apart fromthis,
a person is able to transform any emotional oscillation into the
oscillation he wants and to do the same with any element.
Material: When mastered in the physical body, the profound cognition
brought about by love divine leads to perfect knowledge of quabbalistic
alchemy in the material world.

A person is taught the true preparation and charging of the
philosopher's stone in the physical sense.
He/she can influence, at will,
anyoscillation-atomic, oscillation, electronic oscillation- by quabbalah,
and he/she is able to transform it into the oscillation desired by
him/her.
Therefore he/she perfectly masters the laws of transmutation and is
able
to transform any metal into gold, any stone into a precious stone, etc. if
desired.
By the help of this virtue a person is furnished with many other
faculties of which he/she cannot even dream now and which noninitiates would regard as absolutely impossible.

O. The sound of letter O is the sound of the initiation into
the original principle of divine justice.
Mentally you will be able to give expression to the absolute legality of
harmony in all four basic
qualities of the elements.
[Intent controls thought and thought controls emotion. Emotion controls
earth.]
You will have a high power of judgement and the ability to comprehend
spiritually any legality, any interference by Divine Providence for the
sake of justice.
You will never be able to condemn anyone unjustly.
This brings about the abilities to create any change in the emotional
situations that you find yourself in and to have absolute success and
happiness on all levels.
This virtue has an ultramarine blue color, the musical note of C, and is
the
earth element so it has the sensation of weight. It formed the throat and
windpipe.

R. The letter R is the divine virtue of becoming the master and
guardian of freedom and independence.
It is this virtue that is used by each child of God who listens to and
follows their own inner voice of guidance.
This inner guidance is a person's unmistakable link with the Universal
Mind of Divine Providence
that lives and moves in all space and time and beyond.
In this state of freedom and independence there are emotions of
freedom of any pressing burden of the laws,
for by the mastery of all the preceding virtues
you have achieved a state of maturity by which this feeling of
independence
has been transformed into an absolute state of security and
unimpeachability.
This comes from the realization of the harmony and perfection of all
divine laws and the identification and love of them so
intensely that they have actually become merged with oneself. In this
case you are the personification and representation of the divine laws
and they
will serve you, and your sense of freedom will derive from them rather
than in spite of them.
This is a very high state of consciousness, but it is the state that every
human being is destined to accomplish.
It is for this reason that your teachers have told you that "the truth is
written within your heart".
The color of this virtue is golden; the musical note is C.
The left side of the nose is formed from it. It has the sensation of
weight.
E. This letter is the sound of universal consciousness, which
represents, as a divine idea and virtue, its omnipresence in everything
that has ever been created.
Meditating on this virtue unites your normal consciousness with the
universal consciousness,
with the cosmic consciousness, so that you can
attain, in the akasha principal, omnipresence yourself.
This is known in oriental wisdom as Nirvi-Kalpa-Samadhi.
You attain the highest form of intuition in your mental world;
you transfer your consciousness so that there exists no sense of time
and space.
Divinity in His highest form is able to speak through you.
The most profound mysteries of materialization and dematerialization
become obvious to you as you master this,
everything that is material may be transferred back into its refined and
most subtle form
and any idea can be intensified in such a way that it becomes physically
visible.
In the emotional body, the oscillation of letter E represents the control
of the emotional consciousness of oneself and of other people.
Especially easy is it to achieve special clairaudience by meditating on
this virtue.
By"special clairaudience" not only the hearing of beings, etc., is meant,
but also the understanding of the language of all animals

and the perception of the remotest past, the present, and even the
future,
indiscriminately of distance or kingdom, i.e., human kingdom or animal
kingdom.
The color of this virtue is deep violet, the musical note is D, the element
is akasha, which has the sensation of God-penetrating-all, and the spine
is formed from it.
H... The sound of this letter is the divine virtue of the POWER OF THE
WORD.
This group of messages, taken together, help explain the technology of
the cosmic language, the use of THE WORD in the science of miracles
and theurgy.
The letters of the alphabet have states of being, colors, meanings,
flowing emotions, sounds, and sensations that correspond to the divine
virtues.
Words, whose letters are uttered with the following attunements,
while using the meditation technique explained below, have great
power to manifest miracles.
The proper utterance of each letter, requires experiencing a state of
pure being that is one with Divine Being and all Creation.
Then meditation of a divine virtue as omnipresent and one with self is
experienced with omnipotent will-intent and visualization of the color,
understanding of the meaning, flowing emotions of the virtue, and
sensation of the element of the virtue.
This activates Delta, Theta, Alpha, and Beta brainwaves, or either, fire,
air, water, and earth frequencies.
To meditate on a virtue, locate yourself in time and space by
visualizing and feeling yourself as a tiny dot in your solar plexus
with the rest of your body as an infinite swirling Creation all around you.
Remember, in a deep Delta State of pure being,
feel yourself ONE with ALL THAT IS,
and feel yourself ONE with the virtue.
WILL and visualize the divine virtue manifesting within you and within
all of
creation, or within any person, place, object or situation, according to
your inner guidance.
VISUALIZE the color of the virtue penetrating ALL of this.
Meditate on the meaning of the virtue with your intellect, in a Theta
brainwave state of deep inward thought.
Feel the emotions of the virtue, with your dreamy Alpha wave brainwave
state.
Tone the sound of the letter of the virtue to its musical note.
If you tone inwardly, it enlivens the emotions themselves,
if you tone out loud, it enlivens the physical manifestations of the
virtue.
Then with your Beta wave State of the five senses, logic, and memory,
imagine the sensation of the virtue's element.
When you breathe out; will, visualize, emote, and sense this virtue
radiating out through the pores of your skin from the area of the body
formed by the
virtue, and filling the entire outer universe or whatever your inner
guidance directs.
When you breathe in, will, visualize, emote,
and sense this virtue coming in through the pores of your skin around
this same area and

filling you completely, or filling the elemental region or organ of the
virtue from the outer universe.
Learn how to breathe this virtue in and out effortlessly in this way
so that anytime you wish to manifest it, this meditation comes easily to
you.
Be sure to keep the rhythm of the breath normal and natural, and to
dissolve
the light in the body when you are finished, in order to preserve the
natural balance of elements in the body.
Study 12 Aquarius, the Angels of Hatuny, for further instructions.
"I and the Father are one."
"All that I do, ye shall do and more."
Miracles

Footnotes
The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which together form a common precursor, or root, of three
of the world's religions: Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host in the zone girdling the
earth, and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name. This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages are quoted or paraphrased from the books of
Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is referenced from
THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced from THE KEY TO THE TRUE
QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany. These books have very important
information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher from notes written by Franz
Bardon.

***********

Feel free to share these messages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.

THE LAW OF ONE

We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM, and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.

SO BE IT!

